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President's Message

by Steve Waterman

Your board has just approved an operating budget for the year and at
the same time created a breakdown by category as to where your dues
dollars are spent. Details of both of these items are available on the
website under chapter business.

Local Chapters under
www.WPAFlys.org
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Calendar of Chapter
Events
February 28th Board Mtg
March 1st Gen Mtg "Your
medical and the FAA"
April 5th Gen Mtg "Adventures
in an Aviation Career"
May 3rd Gen Mtg "Racing at
Reno"
May 18th PAE Aviation Day

March 1st Meeting and
Program
RSVP required for
Dinner by Feb24th
WPA.PaineDinner@Hotmail.com

Amy Bellesheim and Dave Wheeler have been working hard on our
site and I am proud to say that it looks awesome. I want you to go to
the site www.painefieldwpa.com , but I will summarize our findings
for you here.
Of the $40 you send in, $19 goes directly to the state organization to
support administrative fees, the Wings newspaper, the Stuart Island
cabin and the organization’s advocacy efforts to preserve our privileges to fly our planes. The remaining
$21 is used by our chapter in roughly the following percentages. About one third is used for our outreach
efforts aimed at improving the public’s view of aviation. These programs are the Aviation Academy, our
scholarship and Aviation Day. Another third goes to our educational programs and monthly meetings and
social events. Of the last third about ten percent is administrative and the rest has gone to building our
cash reserve which brings me to the point of my message.
Historically we have maintained a balance of roughly $10,000. A combination of increased membership
and the decision to distribute our newsletter only in electronic form, has grown our reserve to around
$14,000. The board is interested in hearing from our membership as to what they think our future course
regarding the dues policy should be. Basically there are three ways we could proceed. We could continue
as we have, giving us some wiggle room against possible future decline in income. We could reduce dues by
some amount to hold the assets at our present level. Finally we could increase spending in some of our
programs such as Scholarship, Political Action or something else the members deem worthy.
The board is anxious to hear your
input. So visit the website for the
details and email me painepresident@wpaflys.org with your
thoughts.
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March 1st Program: Getting Through Your FAA
Medical – the Myths and the Facts
Doctor Randall Franke is known to many of us in the Paine Field
chapter because he is our go-to guy when it’s time to renew our
medical certificates with the FAA. During his talk, Dr. Franke will
guide us through some of the recent changes the FAA has implemented in the application process and will speak to some of the
common misconceptions pilots have that can lead to delays in
receiving our medical – or worse!
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Officers: Paine-BOD@WPAFlys.org
President Steve Waterman 425-478-4292
paine-president@wpaflys.org

Upcoming Events

Vice President Vera Martinovich 360-6319170.
paine-vice_president@wpaflys.org
Secretary George Futas 425-828-0651
paine-secretary@wpaflys.org

March 2, 2 p.m.
Inaugural HFF Flight of DC-3 N877MG featuring a champagne
toast and period fare
March 9
Seasonal test flights and B-25 member rides
March 23, noon
”Duck Hunting in Greenland,” the story of locating a WWII
Grumman Duck and the plans for its recovery by Lou Sapienza

Treasurer Greg Bell 206-715-0005
paine-treasurer@wpaflys.org
2011 Director Brandon Freeman
paine-board1@wpaflys.org
2012 Director Les Smith 425-870-2287
paine-board2@wpaflys.org
2013 Sandy Allen 425-652-6474
paine-board3@wpaflys.org
Past President Dave Wheeler 425-238-7696
paine-past_president@wpaflys.org

What’s your mission?

by Brandon Freeman

Whenever any of us have gone off to look for an aircraft to rent or purchase, almost invariably you’ll be
asked by someone (be it a friend, broker, family member, or just that little voice inside you that you try not
to listen to, lest we think you’re going crazy) that ongoing question, “What are you going to use it for?”
At first, it’s a little confusing. Mission? It’s not as though we’re taking an air-breathing, reciprocating
piston aircraft out into space or something (though if you figure out how, let me know, so I can get my cut),
but when you really think about it, it starts to make a lot of sense. As pilots, we have varying reasons to
slip the bonds of gravity and take to the skies. Some of us just relish the idea of aimless flying, boring holes
in the sky and taking pictures to annoy others on Facebook. Maybe you’re one who likes to find 100
different burger joints (or the same burger joint 100 times, hello Spruce Goose??), or you have business in
another part of the state or in other states. The reasons we fly are varied and endless. Thus, our GA
aircraft are also varied.
Consider your budget when looking at aircraft, but also look carefully at what you already use an aircraft for. It is very easy to be lured into the
romance of what you *could* be doing. Too often, someone will buy an aircraft with exactly this mindset. “Sure,” they say, “I’ve never gone any
further than Bellingham, but that Cessna 180 would sure come in handy for all the fishing trips I plan to do in B.C. Shoot, I might even find me a
moose or three (and squirrel). Better look into a Beaver instead.” Of course, missions will likely change as one progresses in their flying career,
and there’s certainly nothing wrong with planning for future uses, but all too often, that Beaver (or Otter!) gets used for short hops back and forth
to your favorite diner, then languishing for far too long in the hanger between flights.
If all I’m going to do is cruise around at 2000-5000ft, enjoying the endless scenery of our area, a P210 or Beech Baron is probably not the proper
platform for my plane pursuits (alliteration aside, always...). Sure, they are wonderful aircraft and definitely on my “If-money-were-no-object”
list, but it’s not as though I need to guzzle double the avgas or require forced breathable air down in the breathable levels. Similarly, a Cessna 150
may not be the most appropriate vehicle for taking Grandma’s priceless cuckoo clock and dresser back and forth from Grandpa’s old mountain
cabin next to that 2000ft emergency grass strip. A C-150 is a fantastic airplane with good fuel economy and even a semi-decent XC performer
(you’ll be older than Rip Van Winkle when you arrive, but arrive you shall), but a load hauler it is not.
If your flights involve local flightseeing, start slow (very slow) with a good C-150 and enjoy the freedom of the skies! If you find yourself
stretching your wings farther, by all means, move up to that Skyhawk or Warrior. Find yourself carrying more stuff? Then get that Skylane or
Cherokee 6! There’s a plane for any and all missions out there. So, I ask again, what’s your mission?
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Paine Field Chapter
http://www.painefieldwpa.com/

$1,000 Scholarship Offered
The Paine Field Chapter of the Washington Pilots Association (WPA) is
proud to offer its annual Kurt Mason Aviation Education Scholarship to
students seeking opportunities in flight training or other aviationrelated education programs (such as Airframe & Powerplant
certification, aviation or aerospace degree programs, etc.).

To apply, please download the application at
http://www.painefieldwpa.com/wpcontent/uploads/2012/06/2013_Kurt_Mason_Aviation_Education_Scholarship_Application_Form.pdf

Or
Use your smartphone camera to scan the QR Code

Deadline to apply is March 30, 2013.
Please see application for eligibility and submission process details.

c/o Snohomish County Airport (Paine Field)
3220 100th St. SW, Suite A 4 Everett, WA 98204 4 (425) 353-2110, ext. 6
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Last Month's Mystery Plane
Waco CG-4 Hadrian
The Waco CG-4A was the most widely used United States troop/cargo military glider of World War II. It was designated the CG-4A by the United States Army Air Forces,[1] and named Hadrian in British military service.
Designed by the Waco Aircraft Company, flight testing began in May 1942, and eventually more than 13,900 CG-4As
were delivered. The CG-4A was constructed of fabric-covered wood and metal and was crewed by a pilot and copilot. It
had two fixed mainwheels and a tailwheel.
The CG-4A could carry 13 troops and their equipment. Cargo loads could be a quarter ton truck (Jeep), a 75 mm
howitzer, or a ¼ ton trailer, loaded through the upward-hinged nose section. C-47s were usually used as tow aircraft
submitted by Dave Wheeler

Mystery Airplane of the Month
What is it?
Submitted by George Futas

We say goodbye, thank you for your service and don't foreget to visit.

Shane Morgan, our 2011 Director has

relocated to Seaside, OR. You can find him,along with past member Teri Carpenter, at the U Street Pub and Eatery, 220 Ave U, Seaside.

Welcome Shane's replacement, Brandon Freeman has accepted the appointment of Director.
How and when did you get interested in aviation?
—I’ve always been interested in airplanes and aviation, even if I didn’t really
know it at the time. I was the little kid that was always excited when we drove
by a small airfield and saw all the aircraft sitting on the ramp. It was always so
different to see the small runways, compared to the bigger ones I was used to at
SeaTac. The best part was when an airplane actually happened to be taking off
or landing. Doing Aviation Academy in 1995 was what really clarified my desire
to get into aviation.

What aircraft have you owned and if you own one now what model?
—Sadly, the owning bug has yet to bite me, but I’m always looking. I’m
currently in a flying club, and primarily fly a Cessna 150M (something I
wouldn’t mind having myself!)

What non-owned aircraft have you flown?
—C150, C152, C172, C180, Liberty XL-2, Cirrus SR-20, Citabira, PA-28 Warrior,
Super Cub on floats and a Beaver on floats.
Continued next page
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Are you involved or have ever been involved as a volunteer in any other aviation related organization?
—This is the first aviation-related volunteer group I’ve been a part of. I’ve always wanted to give back to aviation to say “Thank
you” to those who got me started and to hopefully pass it forward to the next generation. I’m also currently a member of AOPA.

What is/was your career?
—I currently work for Kenmore Air and will
be going on 8 years this June.

Aviation Academy 1995

What inspires you about aviation?
—I think the fact that most everyone I’ve
ever met through aviation is so welcoming
and helpful, regardless of their background.
Anyone who flies just happens to have that
“look” about them, that knowledge of what
the world looks like from the air.

Why are you a member of WPA?
—I want to become more involved in the social and outreach aspects of aviation. I love to share my aviation experiences (my
Facebook photo albums reflect this) and definitely want to give back so that the freedoms and privileges we enjoy are maintained.

Anything else of interest you would like to share?
—First off, I can’t say enough how important it is to have a spouse who encourages me to continue flying and is willing and
enthusiastic to fly with me. Thankfully, I have that in my wife of almost one year, Sierra. Secondly, we’re both very excited to be with
this chapter and look forward to many future adventures with it.

Safety and Education Seminar: Local eAPIS Session by Ed Boon

April 6th, 10 AM to noon.

I am a low time (though gray) pilot, New Zealand born living in the metro Vancouver area since 72. My intent is to make our mutual border more
friendly at an individual level, after something of a GA bashing with the eAPIS regulations following 9/11. Not an expert, I offer the Joe Average
approach to crossing the border, based on various crossings I have done and questions I get during fly-ins that our Abbotsford Flying Club
organizes.
My US friends, all connections via the Arlington Fly-In, have been good to me and I am attempting to return that friendship. The Abbotsford
Flying Club is a 100 plus member club and we offer hospitality with local fly-in events that would be good practice for border crossing.
Abbotsford is just about as easy as Lynden, only a few minutes north.
Start by taking the AOPA course and then attend this seminar that will be customised to our area.
Effective May 18, 2009, all pilots who fly internationally into or out of the U.S. must submit passenger and crew manifests electronically at least
60 minutes before departure.
eAPIS Customs Training http://flash.aopa.org/asf/eAPIS/
This course from AOPA Website will guide pilots through the process of using the new electronic Advance Passenger Information System (eAPIS).
(Approx. 20-30 minutes).
by Jason Kloster, Safety and Education Chair
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Review of February's Program on Historic Flight
Foundation by John Sessions

Feb 1st Program Speaker - John Session – Founder of Historic Flight Foundation
John provided a delightful commentary and slides about his personal passion and experience in aviation. He established the Historic Flight
Foundation in 2003 with the intention to collect, restore, and share significant aircraft from the period between the solo Atlantic crossing of Charles
Lindbergh and the first test flight of the Boeing 707 in 1957.
Located at the southwest corner of Paine Field, the HFF offers a journey into the energy, hard work, and passion that fueled aviation from 1927
through 1957. John discussed the acquisition and restoration of their collection, and the challenges to become certified as Pilot in Command of
vintage warbirds, especially those with only single cockpit versions still flying. John told about the three year effort it took after purchase of a
MIG-29 in the Ukraine to get it to Arlington, and the subsequent restoration efforts, the thrilling test flights in this awesome fighter, and colorful
exchange with ATC Whidbey during those flights. Imagine seeing the MIG-29 on takeoff at KPAE and join flight with the P51 and others.
Details about John Sessions and the HFF are found on the website: http://historicflight.org

by George Futas
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Legislative Corner
by Les Smith

Senate Bill 5430. After its introduction by Senator Steve Hobbs of Lake Stevens, this bill was taken up
by the Senate Transportation Committee. A coalition of supporters, including WAMA, WAA, WSCAA,
WPA and WSPA testified on February 13th. Wednesday’s testimony was considered, by all of us on the
team assembled, to have gone well. No negatively oriented questions were asked, and one personal
anecdote was shared at the end by the Co-Chair, Senator King.
Video of the roughly 20 minutes of testimony can be found at:
http://www.tvw.org/index.php?option=com_tvwplayer&eventID=2013020134
Use your mouse to manipulate the slider at the bottom of the video frame to move forward to roughly
38:00 and then your right and left arrow buttons to fine tune. Our testimony runs from 40:00 to 1:02:50,
or roughly 20 minutes.

Latest: The bill has been forwarded to the Ways and Means Committee. This may not be a good thing.
All of our legislators are sensitive to protecting the General Fund. The Transportation Committee
members have some bias toward accomplishing progress in the needs of the state’s aviation infrastructure, and therefore an inclination to accept this relatively small reallocation. The Ways and Means
Committee, on the other hand, considers itself as the grand protector of the General Fund. Considering
the lobbying efforts underway, we have been asked that we not pull the trigger yet, on contacting anyone
on Ways and Means. Stand by for the signal to start writing letters.

The Washington Aerial Applicators Association has worked with Senator
Honeyford to introduce Senate Bill SB 5000. This bill places requirements on
MET towers that would improve tower visibility for low flying pilots. MET
towers are erected to measures winds for potential placement of wind generators.
The bill would require lighting, high-visibility white and orange paint in 7 contrasting bands, as well as visibility balls and shields on guy wires. The ground underneath would also have to be made contrasting to surrounding landscape. This bill
faces opposition from the HAM operator community, but that opposition appears
unorganized. That said, WAAA has yet to successfully build a coalition in support
of SB 5000. Potential supporters would include pipeline surveyors, DNR, low
enforcement agencies with aviation departments and air ambulance services.
Standby, here as well, for the signal to start writing letters.

Thirteen companies, claiming to be “part of the solution” to flight services, modernization and pilot training, have signed a letter to President
Obama, the FAA and Congress, arguing that the FAA’s “cost recovery” pursuits threaten entrepreneurship. At issue is the FAA’s stated intent to
impose a per-person user fee on digital products created by private companies and produced from content originated at the FAA. The FAA claims
the new digital products have driven consumers away from its own products, resulting in a $5.3 million shortfall it now seeks to recover. Among
the letter’s signatories are the founders of ForeFlight, FlightAware, WingX, and SkyVector as well as the chairman of RedBird Flight Simulations
and the CEO of Avidyne.

Wanted: Planes and Automobiles and maybe a motorcycle or two.
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This year's Paine Field Aviation Day. to be held on Saturday, May 18th, will have a static displayof matching vintage, custom and
even modern day aircraft with automobiles. We are working with the organizers of Cruzin'to Colby and PAE WPA member Jerry
Barkley (Greenwood Car Show).
Do you have vehicle, road or air, that you would like to show? Go to: http://www.visitpainefield.com/ or send me your make/model,
year and colors, and we will try to find a match. For ground loving vehicles, do the same. Photos will be appreciated.
Thanks, Stephanie

Pink.Bonanza@Frontier.com

1958 Cadillac and 1958 Bonanza

CLASSIFIED ADS
Advertisements are free to WPA members for aviation related items and/or services
Space limitations will give priority to Chapter members
Paid advertising is available for non-aviation ads in the state WPA WINGS newspaper

BFR’s and Tail Wheel endorsements in your Single
or Multi-Engine aircraft. Also Sea Plane qualified.
Contact Alan Negrin, CFI, MEI. 425-285-9162
Hangar space available. Any size aircraft up to
a 737 will fit. 28 ft ceiling will accommodate
Caravans and Beavers on floats.
office and shop space also available. Nash Creek
Companies,Tim Adamson, 678-472-4633

Featured on the cover of ABS magazine August, 2007.
Our stunning 1992 F33A Bonanza needs to find a new home as the
)$$ZRQ·WOHWPHIO\DQ\PRUH7XUER-Normalized, TKS-equipped
and loaded with plenty of capability including 1,247 pounds of
useful load! Coupled GPS with roll-steering automatic pilot.

,W·V\RXUGUHDPDLUSODQH

Aviation Day is coming on May 18th
Wanted Volunteers for the bigest Outreach
Program in the State
to register as a volunteer and/or static display go to
http://www.visitpainefield.com/

Approximately 2200 Hours Total Time
290 Hours on a Turbo-Normalized IO-550 w/GAMIjectors ² 300 HP!
TKS Weeping Wing Ice Protection System with Heated Stall Warning Vane
GNS-480 WAAS Approach-Certified GPS/KX-155/KR-87/KT-76A
KFC-200 Flight Director/Autopilot with Roll-Steering/Slaved Gyro/HSI
PS Engineering Model 7000 Audio Panel with Intercom and Recorder
Altitude Alerter with Transponder Output Monitor
All Cylinder CHT/EGT +TIT Graphic Engine Monitor with Memory/Output
Fuel Management Computer with Digital/LED Gauges
Osborne Metal Tip Tanks ² 120 Gallon Total Fuel Capacity
High-Capacity Oxygen System with Range-Maximizer Flow Regulators
Standby Alternator and Instrument Pressure Pump
HID Landing Light/Remote Landing Gear Lights/Rosen Sun Visors
ZAON XRX Anti-Collision Warning System/DAVTRON Digital Clock/OAT
Bendix WX-1000 Stormscope
Contact: Jim Posner (415) 990-0664
Cygnet Chart Desk/5th Seat Available
jimposner@comcast.net
Serial Number CE-1663
Excellent Paint (2007) and Ultra-Leather Interior Condition
No Damage History/All Logs/Hangared/Fresh Annual and IFR Cert.
Located at KPWT in Washington State
Best offer over $279,500 takes it!
Ask about her hangar ² LW·VIRUVDOHWRR

Experienced pilot (CFII, ASME) interested in share ownership in well maintained IFR/GPS equipped C-210, Cardinal RG, or Bonanza that
will accommodate my 6’4" frame. Contact George Futas at 425.260.4445 or gfutas@corusinc.com
One half share in 1988 Mooney 252 with the engine upgrade to an Encore (220hp and increased MGTOW to 3130 lbs).
This plane is hangared at Paine Field. Photos and specs are on the link below.
Plane is a great flyer with the new Garmin GTN750 recently installed, Aspen HSI, CNX80 GPS
nav/com as the number two nav/com, GTX330 transponder with traffic information system (great for flying around here and avoiding hitting other
airplanes), and TKS deicing system.
If you are interested please contact Henry Hochberg at: aeroncadoc@comcast.net
Price now set at 90K for the one half share. Here is a website with some pictures.
home.comcast.net/~johnabbott1952/site/?/page/Mooney_252_Partnership_For_Sale/&PHPSESSID=6ee44d52d48e26b35acb0f2cb6911fed

